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ABSTRACT 
Suppose U is a domain in C n, not necessarily pseudoconvex, and D is a derivation on the 
algebra ~(U) of holomorphic functions on U, i.e. D: g(U)~' (U)  is additive and satisfies 
Dfg=fDg+gDf for all f,g~ ~(U). It is shown that there are h1 ..... hn~ O(U) such that Df= 
= ~=1 hi Of/Ozi for al lfe O'(U). The same techniques are then applied to show that, for a Stein 
manifold g2, the natural map from the space of global holomorphic sections of the holomorphic 
tangent bundle of ~Q to the space of derivations on ~'(f2) is a bijection. 
§ 1. INTRODUCTION 
Let f2 be a complex analytic manifold;  G((2) denotes the algebra of holo- 
morphic functions on g2, equipped with the topology of un i form convergence 
on compact subsets of f2. A mapping D from G(f2) into itself is called a deri- 
vat ion on G(g2) if 
D( f  + g)= Df  + Dg, Dfg= fDg + gDf  
for all f, g E 6(f2). 
Every derivation on g (U) ,  where U is a pseudoconvex domain in C n is of 
the form Df= ~=~ h i Of/Ozi OrE ~(U)) for some hi . . . . .  hnE g(U).  This has 
been shown by Becker for n = 1 and by Nandakumar  for n >_ 1, [B], [N]. We will 
generalize this result to general domains in cn: 




I f  U is a domain in C n and D is a derivation on ~(U), then there are 
h 1 ..... hn~ ~7(U) such that Df= ~inl h i Of/Ozifor a l l f~ C(U). 
We can in fact use the same methods to prove a result for Stein manifolds. 
First we introduce some notations. Let E2 be a complex manifold and let T(f2) 
be the holomorphic tangent bundle of O. Recall that, as sets, T(O)= 
=U~, T~(f2), where T~(f2) is the collection of C-linear derivations from 
#¢(f2) into C, ~(f2) being the ring of germs of holomorphic functions at 
e f2. Let F(Y2, T(Y2)) be the space of global holomorphic sections of T(f2). Let 
Der (~(O)) denote the set of derivations on O(g2). By a theorem of Becker and 
Zame, [BZ], each derivation on O(g2) is continuous and hence C-linear (since 
it clearly is linear over @[i]). 
There is a natural map c~ : F(f2, T(f2))--.Der (6(O)), ,~(a)=D °, defined as 
follows: for f~  ¢(f2) and ~ e f2 : (D"f)(~)= a~([f]~), [f]~ denoting the germ of 
fa t  ~. 
THEOREM 2 
Let (2 be a Stein manifoM. Then ~ : F(Y2, T(O))~Der (#(O)) is a bijection. 
In particular, Der (~(f2)) is not empty, since F(12, T(f2)) is not, by [H, 
corollary 5.6.3, page 142]. 
Note that theorem 1 is a formal consequence of theorem 2: if U is a domain 
in C" and E(U) is the envelope of holomorphy of U, E(U) is Stein, ~(U) and 
#(E(U)) and hence Der (~(U)) and Der (~(E(U)) can be identified. In fact, 
inthe proof of theorem 1we will pass from Uto E(U); the proof in this special 
case is somewhat more transparant because of the existence of a "globally 
defined local coordinate system". 
Our general references for the theory of several complex variables will be 
[H] and [GR]. 
§ 2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
(i) The envelope of holomorphy of U 
Let E(U) be the envelope of holomorphy of our domain U in C n. For 
functions fe  ~(U), f denotes the natural extension of f to E(U) as an element 
of ~(E(U)). The Riemann domain E(U) with globally defined local coordi- 
nates ~1 . . . . .  ~n is a Stein manifold of dimension . From [H, theorem 5.3.9, 
page 128] it follows that there exists a one-to-one (regular) proper map 
(fl ..... fro) : E(U) --'Cm. It will be convenient to add the functions Zl . . . . .  Zn to 
this m-tuple and so we obtain the injective, proper map 
~ib = (Zl,  " ' ,  Zn, f l ,  "'" , fm)  : E(U) ~Cn+m. 
Properness of q~ implies that q~(A) is closed in C m+~ whenever A is closed in 
E(U). As a consequence 17=q~(E(U)) is closed in C "÷m. Also the relative 
topology of 17 as a subset of C "+m coincides with the topology of 17 induced 
via the map 4, by the manifold topology of E(U). 
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Suppose a e E(U); since 21 .. . . .  ~, is a coordinate system at a, near a the func- 
tions f l  . . . .  ,fm depend analytically on ~1 . . . . .  ~n, i.e. near a, fi=Fi(~l .... ,2,) 
for some holomorphic function Fi (i = 1 ..... m). This shows that locally l? can 
be written as Wl =FI(Zl ..... z,,) ..... Wm =Fro(Z1, ..., Z,), i.e. as the graph of the 
map (F1 .... , Fm). So I?is a submanifold of C "+m of dimension  (in the sense 
of [GR, chapter I, section B, page 17]). 
We will denote by V the image of U under the map ~. 
(ii) An application of theorem B of Cartan 
Now suppose a e E(U) and fe  #(E(U)). 
Let 6r a denote the sheaf of germs of holomorphic functions vanishing in a. 
The functions 21 .. . . .  zn, f l  .... , fm separate the point a from all other points of 
(2. An application of Cartan's theorem B, [GR, theorem 15, chapter VII I ,  
section A, page 244], now shows that there are hi .... , hn, gl ..... gm e ~(E(U)) 
such that 
f - f (a )= ~ (~i-2i(a))hi+ ~ (fi-fi(a)lg i. 
i=1  i=1 
In particular, for a e U and fe  G(U), we have on U: 
f-f(a)= ~ (zi-ai)hi--}- ~ (fi-fi(a))gi. 
i=1  i -1  
Note that in case U is a pseudoconvex domain in cn: U=E(U), and the 
functions zl, ..., Zn already separate the point a from the other points of E(U). 
This means that the same application of theorem B shows that the expression 
above can be replaced by the simpler form 
f - f (a )  = ~ (zi- ai)hi 
i -1  
for some hie ~(U), i= 1, ...,n. 
(iii) Derivations on ~(U) 
Consider our derivation D on O(U) and define a new derivation d on 6(U)  
as follows: 
d=D-  ~ D(zi) 
0 
- -o  
i= l OZi 
We want to show that d= 0. 
Now d already annihilates constant functions and also the functions zl . . . . .  zn 
and hence the polynomials. 
So i f fe  G(U) and ae  U, using the result of (ii), we obtain: 
df=d( f - f (a ) )= ~ (zi-ai)dhi+ ~ (fi-fi(a))dgi+ ~ gidfi. 
i=1  i=1 i=1 
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Evaluation at a shows: 
(df)(a) is a linear combination of (dfl)(a), ..., (dfm)(a). 
We are going to show that df/-=0, i= 1 ... . .  m. 
(iv) Intermezzo 
Let Ube  as before, ql .... ,qke ~(U), ae U, b=(ql(a) ..... qk(a))=q(a)~C k, 
H = H(()  6 o(ck) .  
Then, by the remark at the end of section (ii), applied to the pseudoconvex 
domain C x, it follows that 
k 
H-H(b)= • (z~-b~)H~ 
i=i 
for some H i ~ #'(Ck), i = 1 ... . .  k. 
So H(ql ... . .  qk) -H(q(a)) = ~ik=l (qi-  qi(a))Hi(ql ..... qk) on U. Applying d 
to both sides, followed by evaluation at a, and using Hi(b)=(OH/Ozi)(b) it 
follows that 
k OH 
2 (ql .... , qk)" dqi. 
i=1 ~/  
dH(ql .... , qk) = 
(v) A special case 
Use coord inates  (Zl . . . . .  Zn, W1 . . . .  ,Wm) in  cnxcm=c n+m and abbrev ia te  
F= (fl, "..,fro). Apply (iv) with (ql, " . ,  qk)= (Z, F(Z)). Then we obtain for an 
element He  ¢(C "+m) satisfying H=0 on IV: 




i=, ~ (z, F(z))dZ = 0 on U. 
(vi) An application of  theorem A of  Cartan 
Let xe  IV. Then there exist functions 1-11 .... .  Hm~ ~(c '+m) ,  vanishing on V 
such that 
O(H I..... Hm) (x)~O. 
0(W 1 . . . . .  W m) 
PROOF 
Near x IV can be written as wl =FI(Zl ..... z,) ..... Wm =Fm(Zl ..... Zn) where 
the functions Fi are holomorphic (see section (i)). Or, defining gi = wi -  
-Fi(Zl ..... z,), i=1 ... . .  m, near x IVcan be written as 
gl . . . . .  gm= O. 
Note that 
O(gl ... . .  gm) 
(x)= 1. 
0(W 1 . . . . .  W m) 
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Now by theorem A of Cartan, [GR, theorem 13, chapter VIII, section A, page 
243], applied to the sheaf of ideals of 17, there are functions h 1 .... , ht, holo- 
morphic on C n+m and vanishing on I2, and functions aq, i= 1, ..., m, j=  1 ..... l, 
holomorphic on a neighborhood of x, such that near x 
/ 
gi = 2 aijhj ( i=1 ..... m). 
j=l 
Using the fact that the functions hj vanish at x, we obtain 
(0hi 
(Og i  (X))i=I ..... m =(aij(X))i=l ..... m \OWp (X))j=I ' \OWp j= l  ..... ~ .... t 
p=l,...,m p=l,...,m 
Since the rank of the matrix ((Ogi/OWp)(X))i, p equals m, the rank of the matrix 
((Ohj/Owp)(x))j,p has to be m also. Hence we can choose j(1) .... , j (m) from 
1 . . . . .  l, such that 
OhJ(q)(X))q=l m ..... 
OWp 
p= 1,...,m 
has rank m. The functions 111 = hi(1 )..... Hm = hi(m) satisfy our claim. 
(vii) End of  the Proof  
From (v) and (vi) it follows that dfl, ..., dfm vanish at each point of U. By 
(iii) df= 0 for every fe  ~(U). So d= 0 and as a consequence D has the desired 
form. 
§ 3. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
Let f2 be a Stein manifold of dimension . We will only consider coordinate 
charts of the form (U, z), U open in ~, z=21U, 2=(21,..., G)s  g(f2) n. Let 
~r e F(f2, T(f2)) and let (U, z = 2[ U) be a chart on f2 of the form specified above. 
There exist hieG(U) ,  i=1 ..... n, such that r~;=~7=lhi(~) 3/3zi1~. So if 
fe  g(~) ,  then 
(D°f)(~)=cr~([f]~) = ~ hi(C) Of 
In particular, h i =Da(~i)[ U which proves the injectivity of the map 6. To prove 
that 5 is surjective, let De  Der(~(f2)). 
Recall that, by [BZ], D annihilates the constants. The proof of theorem 1 
with E(U) replaced by f2, also proves: 
(*) 
Let (U, z) be a chart on G2, z = 2] U, 2 e G(f2) n. 
Then for all f~  N(f2) and all ~ ~ U, 
2 of  
D(f)(~) = E (D2i)(¢) ~Z/(¢)' 
i=1 
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(Note that now the der ivat ion d introduced in part (iii) o f  the proo f  is only 
def ined on a subset of  O(U):  
d : ~Y(~)[ U -o g (U)  : d(fl U) = (Df) I U-  
this does not matter  for the rest of  the proof) .  
It fol lows f rom (*) that the maps 
(--, (D 3(O , 
i=1 ( 
afl___u, 
i= 1 3Zi 
(e  U, (U, z = £1 U) ranging over all coordinate charts of  ~ as specif ied in the 
beginning of  the proof ,  define a global  section a e F(£2, T(Y2)): (*) implies that 
((D~i)(())~=I t ransforms as a vector under a ho lomorph ic  change of  coordi -  
nates. Aga in  by (*) D=D G, which proves the theorem. 
REMARK 
Zalcman,  [Z], ment ions some results about  point  der ivat ions of  algebras of  
ho lomorph ic  functions which are closely related to ours. 
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